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Reflections: The Santorno Series
Book 6

This book is part of a series and is not meant to be read as a standalone! Homosexual relations,
coarse language.To say the Santorno-Youngblood extended family has been through a lot together
would be like saying "It looks a little smokey" while you're standing in the middle of a raging forest
fire. Trouble finds them the way a Las Vegas convention hooker lasers in on the innocent
pharmaceutical rep from Sheboygan. Just when life returns to the Youngblood definition of normal,
another tragedy slams into them like a rogue wave hitting from behind. As family rallies around
loved ones and presents a united front, a bigger wave knocks them under. As individuals struggle to
their feet, believing they have broken free of the pain, they are sucked under again and everything
goes black.Relationships die. Innocence suffers. Friendships are made. New faces join the family.
Life-changing decisions bring the miracle of birth.Stefan Santorno knows there is always a calm
before the storm. What he doesn't know is they're about to get a hurricane.
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Ok, I power read the whole book in one 6 hour marathon. I only stopped for a pee break. It is

heartbreaking, yet manageable if you have read the Assassin Shifter books. So many new breaks in
relationships and new beginnings in both love and babies. I am already on withdrawal needing my
next fix of these incredible, loving, hot, loyal and lethal men. I kept going to Sandrine's site that has
the family tree on it, so I could see which couples will stand and which ones will fade out. It needs
updating, but for the most part I get a great I sight where everyone is going. Such a great author, I
check daily for news of any new books, can't get enough.

Wowza!! If I could I would give this story a 10! I knew what was coming because I have read all the
Assisan Shifters books and all Santorno books but it was still a rollercoaster ride. There were
multiple times I said "are you serious" while I was reading. This was an emotional read. One thing in
particular struck close to my heart. I don't want to say too much. Ms. Sandrine continues to
introduce the people we know from the Assisin Shifters on the Santorno team and show us how
they met. Alex and Dylan are so cute. Paul's aunt was a waste of space. Dante's ex is an elitist
a@@h*le. Had to get that out. I'm glad Ms. Sandrine had explained on her Facebook that because
these stories were written years before the Assissan Shifters that not all of the details would match.
It made it easier for me while I was reading not to try to match all the details I knew from the Assisan
Shifters stories to this book. I do have to say that Little Stefan and Phoebe are too cute.ðŸ˜ŠI
thoroughly enjoyed this story and am looking forward to more! Thank you Ms. Sandrine!!

I absolutely adore the Youngblood-Santorno family and am so looking forward to the next book. This
one I s a real heart wrenched and even knowing the eventual out come (having read every book
Sandrine has put out.) it still broke my heart. A definite must read.

I am a big fan of this author!!! I love this series since it is somewhat of a prequel on events you
glimpse in the Assassin/Shifter Series. I love this book even though it was heart breaking. I knew
what was going to happen and what eventually comes to light but it never made it less. I cried like a
baby!!! I can't wait to read more and bringing more of the characters you already know and love. If
this is the first time you noticed this author I highly recommend reading the Assassin/Shifter Series
and Olympian Series first the books are so much more satisfying that way. I'll be waiting for the next
books and knowing I won't have to wait long is even better!!!

I was looking for a book to take along on a week long camping trip to the north woods of Minnesota.
I downloaded the first book a day or two before I left to see if it would work. Well it took me all of one

day to finish that so I took the leap and downloaded the rest of the series. Six books in a week as
not hard at all. Sandrine Gasq-Dion is able to weave a story that takes you from the wonder and
beauty of early romance to an extended family and the next generation. All the while exposing you
to all the ups and downs that make life... life.This book opens new doors and continues to make me
root for the family, yet wonder what is in-store for them next. I eagerly await the next book. Write
Sandrine write!

Most times while reading a series the storylines kind of fizzle out, but not in this series. If anything it
gets better and allows the reader to understand Andre and Vince's from the A/S's viewpoint for their
Santorno friends/family and how that shaped them as the men we know. In this book alone Sandy
take us on an emotional rollercoaster that kept me riveted from page one as the story lines
developed. I was very happy to see the addition of a few new characters that I've wondered about
since reading the A/S series and how they actually came to the Santorno family as well as seeing
the bonds this family keeps forming as their family keeps growing. If interested in reading this book I
would strongly advise reading the A/S series first up until 'Into the Lyon's Den' then start on
'Medicine and the Mob' otherwise you'll get lost and very disinterested.

This is a well written interesting story about Jordan and Stefan's family and extended family. There
are heartbreaking circumstances and hot relationships that will engage you with this family. I find
myself laughing and crying for the things that these people go through. But it shows that when a
family sticks together, they can get through all obstacles. Really an entertaining read. Enjoy I did.

This is another great read from Sandrine. Loved the length of the book and the introduction of new
people. The way she incorporated all of the new with the old was wonderful. The new romances and
the old coming together was so well written. I really liked the babies getting in the story line as future
characters as well. More than 5 stars for a rating. Can't wait for the next two. Thanks again Sandrine
for a wonderful story.
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